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Abstract
We present the analysis of the binary-lens microlensing event OGLE-2013-BLG-0911. The best-ﬁt solutions
indicate the binary mass ratio of q;0.03, which differs from that reported in Shvartzvald et al. The event suffers
from the well-known close/wide degeneracy, resulting in two groups of solutions for the projected separation
normalized by the Einstein radius of s∼0.15 or s∼7. The ﬁnite source and the parallax observations allow us to
measure the lens physical parameters. The lens system is an M dwarf orbited by a massive Jupiter companion
at very close ( = -+M M0.30host 0.060.08 , = -+M M10.1comp 2.22.9 Jup, = -+a 0.40 auexp 0.040.05 ) or wide ( = -+M M0.28host 0.080.10 ,
= -+M M9.9comp 3.53.8 Jup, = -+a 18.0 auexp 3.23.2 ) separation. Although the mass ratio is slightly above the planet-brown
dwarf (BD) mass-ratio boundary of q=0.03, which is generally used, the median physical mass of the companion
is slightly below the planet-BD mass boundary of 13MJup. It is likely that the formation mechanisms for BDs and
planets are different and the objects near the boundaries could have been formed by either mechanism. It is
important to probe the distribution of such companions with masses of ∼13MJup in order to statistically constrain
the formation theories for both BDs and massive planets. In particular, the microlensing method is able to probe the
distribution around low-mass M dwarfs and even BDs, which is challenging for other exoplanet detection methods.
Uniﬁed Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Gravitational microlensing (672); Exoplanet astronomy (486); Brown
dwarfs (185); Exoplanet systems (484); Exoplanets (498); Extrasolar gas giants (509); Exoplanet detection
methods (489); M dwarf stars (982)
1. Introduction
Brown dwarfs (BDs) have masses of 13–75MJup, as they are
intermediate between the masses of main-sequence stars and
planets (Burrows et al. 1993). Although the existence of BDs
was ﬁrst proposed in Kumar (1962), there had been no
observational evidence for BDs until 1995 (Nakajima et al.
1995) owing to their low luminosities and temperatures. To
date, more than 10,000 ﬁeld BDs have been discovered by
several survey groups, which are summarized in Table 1 of
Carnero Rosell et al. (2019). Most current theories predict that
ﬁeld BDs are formed in a fashion similar to that of main-
sequence stars, through direct gravitational collapse and
turbulent fragmentation of molecular clouds (Luhman 2012).
These theories are observationally supported. For example,
André et al. (2012) found self-gravitating dense clumps of
gases and dust with mass 0.015–0.03Me, which are similar to
those of low-mass BDs. On the other hand, the core accretion
mechanism (Mordasini et al. 2009; Tanigawa & Tanaka 2016)
and that of gravitational instability (Boss 1997, 2001) are also
able to produce companions of BD masses in protoplanetary
disks. Radial velocity (RV) surveys have revealed that the
frequency of BD companions with orbital radii less than ∼3 au
around main-sequence stars is relatively lower than that of
68 MOA collaboration.
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stellar and planetary-mass companions (Marcy & Butler 2000;
Grether & Lineweaver 2006; Johnson et al. 2010), the so-called
“BD desert.” It is likely that this BD deﬁcit is because of
differences between the formation mechanisms of companions
with planetary mass and stellar mass. However, it is not yet
clear if the BD-mass companions formed like planets in the
protoplanetary disk, formed as binary stars in the molecular
cloud, or were captured by the primary stars. Some theories
have suggested that the BD desert might be an outcome of the
interaction between massive companions and protoplanetary
disks and/or of tidal evolution (Armitage & Bonnell 2002;
Matzner & Levin 2005; Duchêne & Kraus 2013).
Gravitational microlensing (Mao & Paczynski 1991) surveys
have probed the distribution of the outer planetary systems
beyond the snow line (Hayashi 1981), where ice-dominated
solid materials are rich, leading to efﬁcient formation of gas-
giant planets according to the core accretion theory (Lissauer
1993; Pollack et al. 1996). Because microlensing does not
depend on the luminosity of the host star, the technique is
sensitive to companions to low-mass objects such as late M
dwarfs or even BDs. Furthermore, the host and any
companions can still be inferred at distances all the way to
the Galactic bulge. In contrast, the RV and transit (Borucki
et al. 2010) methods, which have discovered the bulk of
currently known exoplanets and BDs orbiting around hosts,
have only a sensitivity to companions relatively close to hosts
and whose hosts are sufﬁciently bright. Figure 1 shows the
distribution of discovered BD/massive-planet companions
around main-sequence stars and BDs. The RV (blue dots)
and transit (green dots) methods have discovered a lot of the
companions around 1Me stars but only a few around low-mass
stars below 0.5Me. This would be caused by an observational
bias due to the faintness of low-mass stars in the visible
wavelength range. The direct imaging (orange dots) method
has detected the companions around hosts with masses of
0.01–3Me, but it could not have resolved the companions with
relatively short orbital radii. On the other hand, microlensing
(red dots) has discovered BD/massive-planet companions
around hosts with masses of ∼0.05–1Me with orbital radii of
∼0.3–10 au (e.g., Ranc et al. 2015; Han et al. 2017; Ryu et al.
2018), which are complementary to other detection methods.
Gaudi (2002) estimated that more than 25% of BD companions
with separations ∼1–10 au would be detected by present
microlensing surveys. According to the standard core accretion
theory, massive planets as well as BDs are more difﬁcult to
form around low-mass M dwarfs than solar-type stars owing to
low disk surface densities (Ida & Lin 2005) and long timescales
(Laughlin et al. 2004). It is possible to constrain the BD
formation mechanism around late M dwarfs from a statistical
analysis of microlensing results in the BD-mass regime, which
can be compared to the lack of close-in BD companions around
solar-type stars found by RV observations.
Shvartzvald et al. (2016, hereafter S16) conducted a
statistical analysis of the ﬁrst four seasons of a “second-
generation” microlensing survey (Gaudi et al. 2009), which
consisted of the observations by the Optical Gravitational
Lensing Experiment (OGLE; Udalski et al. 1994) collabora-
tion, the Microlensing Observations in Astrophysics (MOA;
Bond et al. 2001; Sumi et al. 2003) collaboration, and the
Wise team (Shvartzvald & Maoz 2012). They analyzed 224
microlensing events and found 29 “anomalous” events,
implying the presence of a companion to the lens host. They
performed an automated coarse grid search for light-curve
modelings rather than a detailed modeling of individual events
for their statistical study. Finally, they derived the planet
(binary) frequency distribution as a function of companion-to-
host mass ratio q and found a possible deﬁcit at q∼10−2.
However, it is worthwhile to conduct a detailed analysis of
individual “planetary candidate” in their sample, for which
there are not any models in the literature. For example, they
reported that OGLE-2013-BLG-0911 has a planetary mass-
ratio of q≈3×10−4, but we found new preferred solutions
with a less extreme mass ratio, q≈3×10−2.
Here, we present the analysis of a high-magniﬁcation
(maximum magniﬁcation of Amax∼ 220) microlensing event,
OGLE-2013-BLG-0911. The “anomaly”, due to a companion
to the lens star, was clearly detected near the peak of the light
curve. We present the observations and data sets of the event
in Section 2. Our light-curve analysis is described in
Section 3. In Section 4, we present our analysis of the source
Figure 1. Distributions of discovered BD/massive-planet companions (  M M M5 75Jup Jup) obtained from http://exoplanet.eu, in which the vertical axis shows the
companion masses. The horizontal axes for the left and right panels indicate the semimajor axes and host masses, respectively. The yellow, green, blue, and red points
indicate the BD/massive-planet companions discovered by Imaging, Transit, Radial Velocity, and Microlensing methods, respectively. The two solutions for OGLE-
2013-BLG-0911Lb are represented as stars.
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properties. The physical parameters of the lens system are
described in Section 5. We summarize and discuss the results
in Section 6.
2. Observation and Data Sets
2.1. Observation
The microlensing event OGLE-2013-BLG-0911 was dis-
covered and alerted as a microlensing candidate on 2013 June 3
UT 21:51 by the fourth phase of the OGLE collaboration
(OGLE-IV; Udalski et al. 2015). OGLE-IV74 is conducting a
microlensing exoplanet search toward the Galactic bulge using
the 1.3 m Warsaw telescope of Las Campanas Observatory in
Chile with a wide total ﬁeld of view (FOV) of 1.4 deg2. The
OGLE observations were conducted using the standard I- and
near-standard V-band ﬁlters. The second phase of the MOA
collaboration75 (MOA-II; Bond et al. 2017) is also carrying out
a microlensing survey toward the Galactic bulge using the
1.8 m MOA-II telescope with a 2.2deg2 FOV CCD camera
(MOA-cam3; Sako et al. 2008) at Mount John Observatory in
New Zealand. Thanks to its wide FOV, the MOA collaboration
is observing bulge stars with a cadence of 15–90 minutes every
day depending on the ﬁeld. The MOA survey independently
discovered and issued an alert for the event as MOA-2013-
BLG-551. The MOA observations were conducted using a
custom wide-band ﬁlter, “MOA–Red,” which corresponds
approximately to the combination of the standard I and R
ﬁlters. The Wise76 team also conducted a microlensing survey
from 2010 to 2015 and monitored a ﬁeld of 8 deg2 within the
observational footprints of both OGLE and MOA (Shvartzvald
& Maoz 2012). They observed using the 1 m Wise telescope at
Wise Observatory in Israel with a 1 deg2 FOV LAIWO camera
(Gorbikov et al. 2010) and the cadence for each of the eight
Wise ﬁelds was ∼30 minutes.
The event was located at (R.A., decl.)J2000=(17:55:31.98,
−29:15:13.8) or Galactic coordinates (l, b)=(0°.84, −2°.02).
Real-time analysis predicted the event would reach high peak
magniﬁcation during which the sensitivity to low-mass
companions is high (Griest & Saﬁzadeh 1998; Rattenbury
et al. 2002). Follow-up observations during the period of high
magniﬁcation were encouraged to capture short planetary
signals. Consequently, in addition to the OGLE and MOA
survey observations, the light curve was densely observed by
several follow-up groups: Microlensing Follow Up Network
(μFUN; Gould et al. 2006), Microlensing Network for the
Detection of Small Terrestrial Exoplanets (MiNDSTEp;
Dominik et al. 2010), and RoboNet (Tsapras et al. 2009;
Dominik et al. 2019). Hereafter, we refer this event as OGLE-
2013-BLG-0911.
2.2. Data Reduction
All of the data sets of OGLE-2013-BLG-0911 are
summarized in Table 1. Most photometric pipelines use the
Difference Image Analysis (DIA; Alard & Lupton 1998;
Alard 2000) technique, which is very effective in high stellar
density ﬁelds such as those toward the Galactic bulge. The
MOA and μFUN CTIO data were reduced with the MOA
implementation of the DIA method (Bond et al. 2001, 2017).
The OGLE data were reduced by OGLE’s DIA pipeline
(Wozniak 2000). The Wise data were reduced using the pySIS
DIA software (Albrow et al. 2009). The other μFUN data and
MiNDSTEp data were reduced by DoPhot (Schechter et al.
1993) and DanDIA (Bramich 2008; Bramich et al. 2013).
RoboNet data were reduced using a customized version of the
DanDIA pipeline (Bramich 2008).
It is known that the nominal photometric error bars given by
each photometric pipeline are potentially underestimated in
high stellar density ﬁelds toward the bulge. Therefore, we
empirically renormalized the error bars for each data set
following procedure of Bennett et al. (2008) and Yee et al.
(2012), i.e.,
s s¢ = +k e , 1i i2 min2 ( )
where s¢i and σi represent the renormalized errors and the
original errors given by the pipelines, respectively. The
parameters k and emin are the coefﬁcients for the error
renormalization. Here, emin represents the systematic errors
when the source ﬂux is signiﬁcantly magniﬁed. We added 0.3%
in quadrature to each error, i.e., =e 0.003min , and then
calculated k values in order to achieve a value of χ2/dof=1
for each data set (Bennett et al. 2014; Skowron et al. 2016). We
list the renormalization coefﬁcients k in Table 1 along with the
number of used data points Nuse. We conﬁrmed that the ﬁnal
best-ﬁt model is consistent with the preliminary best-ﬁt model
found using the data sets before the error renormalization.
3. Light-curve Modeling
Here, we present the light-curve modeling for OGLE-2013-
BLG-0911. Figure 2 represents the light curve of OGLE-2013-
BLG-0911. The main anomalous feature can be seen between
6536.8<HJD−245000<6537.6. A standard single-lens
single-source (1L1S) model ﬁts the data worse than a binary-
lens single-source (2L1S) model by Δχ2>3500. In following
sections, we present the details of the light-curve modeling
for OGLE-2013-BLG-0911. In Table 2, we summarize
the comparisons of the χ2, number of ﬁtting parameters, and
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) between the microlensing
models we examined.
3.1. Model Description
Assuming a single source star, the observed ﬂux at any given
time in a microlensing event, Fobs(t), can be modeled by the
following equation:
= +F t A t F F , 2obs s b( ) ( ) ( )
where A(t) is the magniﬁcation of the source ﬂux, Fs is the
unmagniﬁed source ﬂux, and Fb is the blend ﬂux. We note that
Fs and Fb can be, during the ﬁtting process, solved analytically
by the linear Equation (2) at given A(t). For a standard 1L1S
model, there are four parameters that describe the light-curve
features (Paczynski 1986): (1) the time of the source
approaching closest to the lens center of mass, t0, (2) the
impact parameter, u0, in units of the angular Einstein radius, θE,
(3) the Einstein radius crossing time, tE, and (4) the source
angular radius, ρ, in units of θE. The measurement of ρ is
important because it leads to a determination of θE, which is
74 http://ogle.astrouw.edu.pl/ogle4/ews/ews.html
75 https://www.massey.ac.nz/~iabond/moa/alerts/
76 http://wise-obs.tau.ac.il/~wingspan/
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needed for the determination of the the mass–distance relation
of the lens system.
In our ﬁtting process, we used a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) method (Verde et al. 2003) combined with our
implementation of the inverse ray-shooting method (Bennett &
Rhie 1996; Bennett 2010) in order to ﬁnd the best-ﬁt model and
estimate the parameter uncertainties from MCMC stationary
distribution for each parameter. Linear limb-darkening models
were used to describe the source star(s) in this work. From the
measurement of the intrinsic source color of (V− I)s,0=0.71
described in Section 4, we assumed an effective temperature
Teff=5750 K (González Hernández & Bonifacio 2009), sur-
face gravity log g=4.5, and metallicity log[M/H]=0.
According to the ATLAS model of Claret & Bloemen
(2011), we selected limb-darkening coefﬁcients of uRed=
0.5900, uI=0.5493, uV=0.7107. Here, uRed for the MOA–
Red band is estimated as the mean of uI and uR, and the R-band
coefﬁcient uR=0.6345 is used for an unﬁltered band.
3.2. Binary-lens (2L1S) Model
For a standard 2L1S model, there are three additional
parameters: (1) the lens mass ratio between the host and a
companion, q, (2) the projected binary separation in unit of the
Einstein radius, s, and (3) the angle between the source
trajectory and the binary-lens axis, α. Here, we introduce two
ﬁtting parameters tc and uc, for wide (s> 1) models. If s>1,
the system center in our numerical code is offset from the
binary center of mass by
D = + -x y
q
q s
s,
1
1
, 0⎜ ⎟
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦⎥( )
where (x, y) are the parallel and vertical coordinate axes to the
binary-lens axis on the lens plane (Skowron et al. 2011), and
then we deﬁne the time of the source approaching closest to the
“system center” and the impact parameter in units of the
angular Einstein radius as tc and uc, respectively.
3.2.1. Static Models
At ﬁrst, we explored the 2L1S interpretation to explain the
anomalous features of the light curve. In modeling 2L1S
microlensing light curves, it is common to encounter situations
where different physical models explain the observed data
equally well, e.g., the close/wide degeneracy (Griest &
Saﬁzadeh 1998; Dominik 1999) and the planet/binary
degeneracy (Choi et al. 2012; Miyazaki et al. 2018), where
different combinations of the microlensing parameters can
generate morphologically similar light curves. Therefore, we
should thoroughly investigate the multi-dimensional parameter
space to ﬁnd the global preferred model solution. We
conducted a detailed grid search over the (q, s, α) parameter
space where the magniﬁcation pattern strongly depends on
these three parameters. The search ranges of q, s, and α are
−1<log s<1, −4.5<log q<0, and 0<α<2π with 40
grid points, respectively, and thus, the total number of grid
points is 40×40×40=64,000. We conducted the grid
search analysis following the same procedure written in
Miyazaki et al. (2018). Figure 3 shows the map of the
minimum Δχ2 in each s–q grid from the grid search. In
Figure 3, we found two possible local minima around (log q,
log s)∼(−1.8,− 0.75) and ∼(−1.8, 0.75), which is caused by
the close/wide degeneracy. After reﬁning all possible solu-
tions, we found the best-ﬁt 2L1S close (s< 1) and wide (s> 1)
models with q∼0.03, where the χ2 difference between them is
only Δχ2=4.9. As seen in Figure 2, the 2L1S model with
q∼0.03 provide good ﬁts to the anomalous features around
the top of the light curve. We also show the model light curve
of 2L1S with q∼10−4 in Figure 2, and it does not ﬁt the light-
curve anomaly well.
S16 included this event in their statistical analysis as a
planetary microlensing event, using a mass ratio of q∼10−4
for this event. However, our reanalysis found that the static
2L1S models with q∼10−2 are preferred over the model with
q∼10−4 by Δχ2>700. The reason for this oversight is that
models with q∼10−2 are outside of the range of their grid
search of −6<log q<0 and 0.3<s<3, and the search for
the best-ﬁt model outside of this range by reﬁning model
parameters found by their grid search was not conducted.
Table 1
Data Sets for OGLE-2013-BLG-0911
Site Telescope Collaboration Label Filter Nuse k
a
Mount John Observatory MOA-II 1.8 m MOA MOA Red 8761 1.055
Las Campanas Observatory Warsaw 1.3 m OGLE OGLE I 6895 1.480
Las Campanas Observatory Warsaw 1.3 m OGLE OGLE V 78 1.344
Florence and George Wise Observatory Wise 1 m Wise Wise1m I 253 0.947
Cerro Tololo-Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) SMARTS 1.3 m μFUN CT13 I 189 1.230
Cerro Tololo-Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) SMARTS 1.3 m μFUN CT13 V 35 1.182
Farm Cove Observatory Farm Cove 0.36 m μFUN FCO Unﬁltered 55 2.146
Weizmann Institute of Science, Marty S. Kraar Observatory Weizmann 16 inch μFUN WIS I 17 1.140
Haleakala Observatory Faulkes North 2.0 m RoboNet FTN i′ 27 2.181
Siding Spring Observatory (SSO) LCO 1.0 m, Dome A RoboNet cojA i′ 31 1.920
Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) LCO 1.0 m, Dome B RoboNet lscB i′ 51 1.311
Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) LCO 1.0 m, Dome C RoboNet lscC i′ 71 2.315
South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) LCO 1.0 m, Dome A RoboNet cptA i′ 32 0.559
South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) LCO 1.0 m, Dome B RoboNet cptB i′ 8 0.497
ESO’s La Silla Observatory Danish 1.54 m MiNDSTEp Dan I 76 2.087
Salerno University Observatory Salerno 0.36 m MiNDSTEp Sal I 20 1.607
Notes. The WIS, Sal, and lscC data are binned for 0.01 days.
a The coefﬁcient for error renormalization, see the text.
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Another difference from S16 is that we used re-reduced MOA
and OGLE light curves and included all of the follow-up data
sets. However, we conﬁrmed that the 2L1S models with
q∼10−4 are disfavored relative to the models with q∼10−2
by Δχ2>300 even if we used the survey data, MOA, OGLE,
and Wise1m. Therefore, note that the survey data were
sufﬁcient to identify the new solutions.
3.2.2. Parallax Effects
Although the best-ﬁt static models provide good ﬁts to the
main anomaly features around the peak of the light curve, we
found that, overall, the light curve slightly deviates from the
static models. The event OGLE-2013-BLG-0911 has tE∼90
days and had continued throughout the bulk of the bulge
season, which implies that the light curve could be affected by
additional high-order microlensing effects.
It is known that the orbital acceleration of Earth causes a
parallax effect (Gould 1992, 2004; Smith et al. 2003). This
can be described by the microlensing parallax vector p =E
p p,N EE, E,( ). Here, πE,N and πE,E denote the north and east
components of pE projected to the sky plane in equatorial
coordinates. The direction of pE is deﬁned so as to be identical
to that of mrel,G, which is the geocentric lens-source relative
proper motion projected to the sky plane at a reference time tﬁx,
and the amplitude of pE is p = rauE E˜ where rE˜ is the Einstein
radius projected inversely to the observer plane. We took a
reference time tﬁx=6537.3 days for this event. The measure-
ment of pE enables constraints to be placed on the relation
between the lens massML and distance DL (Gould 2000;
Bennett 2008). For Galactic bulge source events, models with
(u0, α, πE,N) and −(u0, α, πE,N) can yield very similar light
curves (Skowron et al. 2011). This is reﬂected as a pair of the
symmetric source trajectories to the binary and is sometimes
referred to as “ecliptic degeneracy.”
Taking the parallax effect into consideration for modeling,
we found that the two parallax parameters gave an improve-
ment of Δχ2∼210 compared to the best-ﬁt static model.
However, we also found that the best-ﬁt parallax model does
not seem to explain the long-term deviations of the light curve
from the best-ﬁt static model, as can be seen in Figure 4. This
implies that there might still be other high-order microlensing
effects in the light curve. Note that adding the lens orbital
motion does not improve our models.
3.2.3. Xallarap Effects
Xallarap (Griest & Hu 1992; Han & Gould 1997; Poindexter
et al. 2005) is the microlensing effect on the light curve induced
by the source orbital motion around the source companion. The
xallarap model requires seven additional ﬁtting parameters that
determine the orbital elements of the source system; the
direction toward the solar system relative to the orbital plane of
the source system, R.A.ξ and decl.ξ; the source orbital period,
Pξ; the source orbital eccentricity and perihelion time, eξ and
Tperi; the xallarap vector, x x x= ,N EE E, E,( ). The direction of xE
is similar to that of the geocentric lens-source proper motion
mrel,G and the amplitude of xE is x = a rSE Eˆ where aS is the
semimajor axis of the source orbit and rEˆ is the projected
Einstein radius to the source plane, i.e., q=r DSE Eˆ . Kepler’s
third and Newton’s third laws give the following relations
(Batista et al. 2009):
x q= +
x
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M M
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where MS and MC are the masses of the source and source
companion, respectively. Therefore, we can estimate the source
Figure 2. (Top panel) Light curve of OGLE-2013-BLG-0911. Each color on the data point corresponds to each instrument, shown on the right. The error bars are
renormalized following Equation (1). The solid red, solid black, and dashed gray curves represent the static 2L1S with q∼10−2, 2L1S with q∼10−4, and 1L1S
models, respectively. (Middle panel) A zoom-in around the peak. (Bottom panel) Residuals of the zoom-in light curve from the model of 2L1S with q ∼ 10−2.
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companion mass MC from the xallarap measurements by
assuming MS and DS.
Since the number of additional parameters for the xallarap
effect is large, we conducted a grid search ﬁxing xR.A. ,(
x xPdecl. , ) in order to avoid missing any local minima. After
reﬁning all possible solutions, we found that the best-ﬁt
xallarap model is favored over the best-ﬁt parallax model by
Δχ2>650. As shown in Figure 4, including the xallarap
effect produces a model that ﬁts the long-term residuals from
the best-ﬁt static model, and it dramatically improves the χ2
values. The best-ﬁt orbital period of the source system is
Pξ∼40 days and is clearly different from Earth’s orbital
period of 365 days, which implies that the parallax and xallarap
signals are clearly distinguishable. Following Equation (3), the
best-ﬁt 2L1S xallarap model indicates a source companion
mass of MC=0.21Me and a distance between two sources
aSC=0.22 au on the assumption of MS=1.0Me and DS=
8 kpc, which is a common stellar binary system in solar
neighborhood (Duchêne & Kraus 2013). The best-ﬁt ξE values
are much smaller than 1, which means that the two sources
are separated by much less than the Einstein radius. Hence, the
source companion was also likely to be magniﬁed during
the event. In the following sections, we explore binary source
scenarios where both components of the binary source system
are magniﬁed by the lens.
3.3. Binary Source (1L2S) Model
When two source stars are magniﬁed by the same single-
lens, called a 1L2S event, the observed ﬂux would be the
superposition of the two magniﬁed single-source ﬂuxes, i.e.,
= ++ =
+
+A t
A t F A t F
F F
A t q A t
q1
, 5s s
s s
F j
F j
1 ,1 2 ,2
,1 ,2
1 , 2
,
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
where Ai and Fs,i represent the magniﬁcation and the baseline
ﬂux of each i-th source, and qF,j=Fs,2/Fs,1 is the ﬂux ratio
between the two source stars in each j-th passband. For a
standard (static) 1L2S model, the ﬁtting parameters are [t0, t0,2,
tE, u0, u0,2, ρ, ρ2, qF,j]. Because the magniﬁcation of each
source star varies independently, the total observed source
color is variable during a binary source event, which happens in
single-source events only if limb-darkening effects are seen
during caustic crossings77, as microlensing does not depend on
wavelength. Binary source events can mimic short-term binary-
lens anomalies in a light curve; therefore, it is necessary to
determine whether the anomaly features are induced by the
binary lens or binary source (Gaudi 1998; Jung et al.
2017a, 2017b; Shin et al. 2019).
First, we ﬁtted the light curves with the static 1L2S
model and found that it was disfavored over the static 2L1S
models by Δχ2>1100. In Section 3.2.3, we found an
asymmetric distortion in the light curves that can be
explained by the xallarap effect (i.e., source orbital effect).
Thus, we also explored 1L2S models with source orbital
motion. The trajectories of two sources can be estimated by
the source orbital motion from the xallarap parameters,
x x x x x xP e T, , R.A. , decl. , , ,N EE, E, peri( ), and Equation (3). Here,
we assumed MS=1 Me and DS=8 kpc to derive the source
companion mass MC. In Appendix B, we conﬁrmed that the
assumptions of MS=1 Me and DS=8 kpc hardly impact the
light-curve modeling. We conducted a detailed grid search of
x x xPR.A. , decl. ,( ) and reﬁned all possible 1L2S solutions. We
found that the best-ﬁt 1L2S model is not preferred over the
Table 2
Comparisons between Each Microlensing Model
Model Nparam
a χ2 BICb Δχ2 ΔBIC
1L1S L Static 4 21027.4 21066.3 4485.1 4368.5
1L2S L Static 10 18631.0 18728.2 2088.7 2030.4
1L2S L Xallarap 12 17554.3 17670.9 1212.0 973.1
2L1S (s < 1) Static 7 17473.7 17541.7 931.4 843.9
2L1S (s < 1, u0 > 0) Parallax 9 17262.7 17350.2 720.4 652.4
2L1S (s < 1, u0 > 0) Xallarap 14 16587.6 16723.6 45.3 25.8
2L1S (s < 1, u0 > 0) Parallax+Xallarap 16 16558.9 16714.4 16.6 16.6
2L2S (s < 1, u0 > 0) Parallax+Xallarap 16 16542.3 16697.8 L L
Notes.
a Number of ﬁtting parameters.
b BIC.
Figure 3.Map of the minimum Δχ2 in each s–q grid from the grid search. The
orange box corresponds to the area of the grid search analysis in Shvartzvald
et al. (2016).
77 For point lenses, this happens only if the lens brieﬂy transits the source
(Loeb & Sasselov 1995; Gould & Welch 1996).
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static 2L1S models by Δχ2>80, even if we introduced the
source orbital motion.
3.4. Binary-lens Binary-source (2L2S) Model
Finally, we explored the 2L2S models with source orbital
motion, i.e., taking into account the ﬂux from the source
companion and the xallarap effect. Here, we adopted the ﬂux
ratio qF estimated from MC, which is derived from the xallarap
parameters to maintain consistency. We derived the ﬂux ratios
in each band from a combination of MC and a theoretical stellar
isochrone model78 (PARSEC; Bressan et al. 2012) for solar
metallicity and a typical bulge star age of 10 Gyr. For the
MOA–Red band, we derived the ﬂux ratio from that in I- and
V- bands, =q q qF F I F V,Red ,0.827 ,0.173. This formula comes from the
following color transformation that is derived by using bright
stars around the event (Gould et al. 2010; Bennett et al.
2012, 2018),
- = - +R I V I0.173 const 6MOA O3 O3 O3( ) ( )
where RMOA, IO3, and VO3 are the magnitudes in MOA–
Red, OGLE-III I-, and V-bands, respectively. For the Unﬁlt-
ered passband, we used the R-band ﬂux ratio assuming
»q qF F R,Unfiltered , .
We found the four best 2L2S models, which suffer from
the close/wide degeneracy and the ecliptic degeneracy. The
parameters of these models are shown in Table 3. The light
curve of the best-ﬁt 2L2S (s<1, u0>0) model is shown in
Figure 5. Here, as shown in Equation (5), the light curves in
each passband are different. The black, red, green, and cyan
solid curves indicate the model light curves in the MOA–Red,
I-, V-, and R-bands, respectively. The caustic geometry and
source trajectories of the best-ﬁt 2L2S (s< 1, u0> 0) model are
shown in Figure 6. Here, the source companion trajectory
indicates that the source companion is more strongly magniﬁed
than the primary source. In general, such magniﬁcation
differences in two sources allow us to resolve the close/wide
degeneracy and the ecliptic degeneracy. However, as shown
in the bottom right panel of Figure 5, where the secondary
source magniﬁcation is peaked at HJD’∼6539.55, the ﬂux
contribution is ∼0.01 times smaller than the primary source
because the source companion is intrinsically much fainter than
the primary source. Consequently, we could not resolve these
degeneracies. These 2L2S models are preferred relative to the
2L1S models with parallax and xallarap effects by Δχ2∼16
without additional ﬁtting parameters. The ﬁtting and physical
parameters for the 2L1S and 2L2S models are almost identical
each other. Therefore, it hardly affects the ﬁnal results,
whichever we take. Hereafter, we take the 2L2S models for
the ﬁnal result.
4. Source Properties
The measurement of ρ enables us to determine the angular
Einstein radius θE=θ*/ρ where θ* is the angular source
radius. The angular source radius θ* can be estimated from the
extinction-free color and magnitude of the source star by using
a method similar to that of Yoo et al. (2004), which adopts the
centroid of the bulge red clump giants (RCG) as a reference
point. Yoo et al. (2004) assumed that the source star suffers
from the same extinction as that of the bulge RCG so that the
extinction-free color and magnitude of the source star can be
described by the following equation:
- = - - D -V I I V I I V I I, , , , 7S,0 0,RCG( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where - =  V I I, 1.06 0.07, 14.40 0.040,RCG( ) ( ) is the
extinction-free color and magnitude of the bulge RCG centroid
(Bensby et al. 2011, 2013; Nataf et al. 2013) and Δ(V− I, I)
are the offsets of the color and magnitude from the RCG
centroid to the source star measured in the standard color–
magnitude diagram (CMD).
Figure 4. (Top panel) Cumulative Δχ2 distributions of the three 2L1S close (u0 > 0) models compared to the 2L1S static model. (Second panel from the top) The
light curve and models for OGLE-2013-BLG-0911. Here, we plot only MOA, OGLE, and Wise 1m light curves for clarity. (Third panel from the top) The residuals of
the light curve and models from the static model. (Bottom panel) The residuals binned by 2 days.
78 http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/cmd
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4.1. Photometric Source Properties
We obtained the apparent source color and magnitude of
- =  V I I, 1.904 0.008, 19.618 0.006S( ) ( ) derived from
the measurements of CT13-I and V in the light-curve modeling,
which is detailed in Appendix A. We also derived the source
color and magnitude from the measurements of OGLE-I and V
and conﬁrmed that they are consistent within 2σ, which is also
detailed in Appendix A. In addition, we independently
measured the source color using a linear regression from
CT13-I and V, - = V I 1.910 0.005CT13,reg( ) , which is
consistent with (V− I)S. Therefore, we determined that the
measurements of the source color and magnitude are robust.
Here, we took the source color and magnitude derived from the
CT-13 measurements because both CT13-I and -V covered the
light curve well when the primary source were signiﬁcantly
magniﬁed.
Figure 7 shows the CMD of the OGLE-III catalog within 60′ of
the sources plotted as black dots, and the CMD of Baade’s window
from Holtzman et al. (1998) plotted as green dots. We found that
the extinction-free color and magnitude of the primary source star
are - =  V I I, 0.582 0.071, 17.936 0.049S,0( ) ( ) assum-
ing that the source suffers from the same extinction of the RCG
centroid of - =  E V I A, 1.322 0.071, 1.682I RCG( ( ) ) (
0.049). The primary and secondary source stars are represented
as the blue and magenta dots in Figure 7. The primary source star
seems to be somewhat bluer and brighter than other typical bulge
dwarfs, which implies that the source possibly suffered less from
reddening and extinction than the bulge RCG centroid.
4.2. Spectroscopic Source Properties
Bensby et al. (2017) took a spectrum of OGLE-2013-BLG-
0911S and reported the source properties in detail, which are
summarized in Table 4.79 They suggested a possibility that the
source star belongs to the foreground Galactic disk for three
reasons. First, they measured the lens-source relative proper
motion of μ∼0.3 mas yr−1 based on their single-lens micro-
lensing model and indicated that this small value preferred the
foreground disk source. Second, the intrinsic source color
- = -+V I 0.71S,0 0.020.03( ) based on their spectroscopic measure-
ment is redder than (V− I)S,0=0.49 from their microlensing
analysis, which implies that the source suffers less extinction
than the average RCG in this ﬁeld. They suggested that this
may be because the source is in the foreground disk. Note that
our derived (V− I)S,0 assuming the source is behind all of the
dust, is less blue (0.58 versus 0.49), but is still substantially
bluer than Bensby’s spectroscopic value. Third, they claimed
that the heliocentric RV of the source, RVhelio, is consistent
with a disk star.
However, if we adopt IS,0=17.94, which is derived from
our light-curve modeling and the absolute source magnitude
MI=2.98, which is estimated from spectroscopic values in
Bensby et al. (2017), these measurements yield a source
distance of ∼9.8 kpc, which would put the source within or
behind the bulge. Furthermore, we consider that the above
rationale for the disk source scenario is not strong for three
Table 3
2L2S Model Parameters
Parameters Units Close (s < 1) Wide (s > 1)
(u0 > 0) (u0 < 0) (uc > 0) (uc < 0)
t0 (tc) HJD-2456530 -+7.3128 0.00050.0005 -+7.3127 0.00050.0005 -+7.3123 0.00040.0003 -+7.3111 0.00060.0005
tE day -+94.698 1.5251.612 -+98.121 0.9580.858 -+101.104 1.7992.246 -+98.275 1.1481.154
u uc0 ( ) -10 3( ) -+4.800 0.0790.077 - -+4.620 0.0420.041 -+4.522 0.1080.086 - -+4.626 0.0530.053
q -10 2( ) -+3.236 0.0840.089 -+3.066 0.0940.090 -+3.160 0.1340.132 -+3.456 0.0670.087
s L -+0.150 0.0020.002 -+0.150 0.0020.002 -+6.774 0.0850.101 -+7.084 0.0640.074
α radian -+4.197 0.0040.004 -+2.078 0.0080.006 -+4.198 0.0070.007 -+2.092 0.0050.006
ρ -10 3( ) -+1.113 0.1180.148 -+1.136 0.1440.090 -+1.413 0.2950.093 -+0.971 0.0850.118
p NE, L -+0.256 0.0500.044 -+0.300 0.0250.027 -+0.319 0.0500.039 -+0.271 0.0410.032
p EE, L -+0.018 0.0050.005 -+0.004 0.0060.006 -+0.001 0.0060.006 -+0.006 0.0040.003
x NE, -10 3( ) - -+2.91 1.010.97 - -+3.13 1.391.72 - -+5.32 1.612.66 - -+2.48 1.041.28
x EE, -10 3( ) - -+4.31 0.170.18 - -+3.59 0.440.62 - -+3.53 0.480.45 - -+3.66 0.330.50
xR.A. degree - -+74.2 12.212.3 - -+87.4 14.015.5 -+260.9 11.413.5 - -+89.4 16.316.3
xDecl. degree -+21.8 7.46.4 -+29.8 3.52.5 -+19.7 6.22.2 -+38.0 7.77.4
xP day -+36.67 0.730.77 -+36.28 0.700.74 -+36.82 0.680.66 -+36.51 0.700.80
xe L -+0.258 0.0290.033 -+0.249 0.0310.029 -+0.270 0.0290.032 -+0.231 0.0380.040
Tperi HJD-2456500 -+53.14 1.101.08 -+52.75 0.510.48 -+17.31 0.840.90 -+53.69 0.960.78
qF,Red
-10 3( ) -+1.122 0.3300.388 -+0.818 0.2540.317 -+0.974 0.2980.439 -+0.970 0.2610.342
qF I,
-10 3( ) -+1.424 0.3990.466 -+1.058 0.3090.383 -+1.246 0.3620.527 -+1.241 0.3170.412
qF V,
-10 4( ) -+3.58 1.291.58 -+2.39 0.931.24 -+3.00 1.121.76 -+2.98 0.991.36
qF R,
-10 4( ) -+6.62 2.182.64 -+4.61 1.622.10 -+5.63 1.932.96 -+5.60 1.702.30
pE L -+0.257 0.0500.044 -+0.300 0.0250.027 -+0.319 0.0500.039 -+0.271 0.0410.032
c2 L 16542.2 16543.3 16542.3 16542.9
cD 2 L L 1.1 0.1 0.7
Note. Here, we assume =M M1S  and =D 8 kpcS . The ﬂux ratios qF and parallax amplitude p p p= +E E,N2 E,E2 are not ﬁtting parameters. All other parameters in
this table are used as ﬁtting parameters for modeling.
79 http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/605/A89
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reasons. First, both our 2L2S and 2L1S models provided
μ∼3 mas yr−1, which does not strongly favor the foreground
disk source. It is likely that their 1L1S model, which could not
ﬁt the light curve properly, derived the incorrect values of
μ∼0.3 mas yr−1 and (V− I)S,0=0.49. Second, the color of
(V− I)S,0=0.58±0.07 derived in our analysis is between
their spectroscopic and microlensing values, and we found a
similar color with their microlensing value when we used
RCGs in slightly wider areas around the target, where the RCG
distribution gets spread wider along the extinction vector
on the CMD. These indicate that their spectroscopic color
- = -+V I 0.71S,0 0.020.03( ) is correct as well as their and our
photometric colors - =V I 0.49S,0( ) and 0.58±0.07, respec-
tively, which are based on the average color of RCG in wider
area, are biased because of low spatial resolution relative
to the actual spatial variation of the reddening. Therefore, we
conclude that the color difference may be due to the local
spatial variation of the extinction in this ﬁeld rather than the
foreground disk scenario. Third, the constraint from RVhelio
is not strong because it is also sufﬁciently explained by the
bulge velocity distribution, which has a large dispersion of
σ∼100 km s−1 (Howard et al. 2008).
Finally, we adopt 90% of the RCG extinction as the source
extinction, i.e., - = ´ - =E V I A E V I A, 0.9 ,I S I RCG( ( ) ) ( ( ) )
 1.190 0.064, 1.514 0.044( ) and thus the intrinsic primary
source color and magnitude are - = V I I, 0.714S,0( ) (
0.071, 18.109 0.049). This is consistent with the spectro-
scopic source color - = -+V I 0.71S,0 0.020.03( ) . Note that even if
we assumed that the source suffered from the same extinction
as that for average RCG, the estimated source angular radius θ*
is consistent with that of 90% of the average RCG extinction.
The source properties are summarized in Table 4.
4.3. Angular Source and Einstein Radius
With the extinction-free color and magnitude of the source,
we can estimate θ* from a precise empirical (V− I) and I
relation
q = + - -V I Ilog 2
mas
0.5014 0.4197 0.2 , 8S S10 ,0 ,0*⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ( ) ( )
which is the optimized relation for the color ranges of
microlensing observation, derived from the extended analysis
of Boyajian et al. (2014). Using Equation (8), we estimated
θ*=0.757±0.054 μas for the best-ﬁt model. We used
Equation (8) and took account of the source extinction and
its uncertainty into our MCMC calculations to derive the
angular Einstein radius θE and the geocentric lens-source
Figure 5. Light curve of OGLE-2013-BLG-0911. Each color on the data point corresponds to each instrument, shown on the right. The error bars are renormalized
following Equation (1). The 2L2S (s < 1, u0 > 0) model light curves in MOA–Red, I, V, Unﬁltered bands are shown as the solid black, red, green, and orange lines,
respectively. The dotted boxes in the top panel correspond to the areas represented in the bottom left and right panels, where the primary and secondary sources were
signiﬁcantly magniﬁed, respectively.
Table 4
Source Properties
V−I (mag) I (mag) θ* (μas)
Apparent 1.904±0.009 19.618±0.006 L
Intrinsic 0.714±0.071 18.104±0.049 0.757±0.054
From Bensby et al. (2017)
Effective Temperature Teff
a 5785±77 (K)
Teff
b 6616 (K)
Source Color (V − I)S,0
a
-+0.71 0.020.03 (mag)
(V − I)S,0
b 0.49 (mag)
Absolute Magnitude MV
a 3.69 (mag)
Heliocentric RV RVhelio −46.8 (km s
−1)
Notes. Bensby et al. (2017) modeled OGLE-2013-BLG-0911 as a 1L1S event.
a Derived from spectroscopy.
b Derived from their microlensing model.
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relative proper motion μrel,G for each model. The results are
summarized in Table 5.
5. Lens System Properties
The measurements of both qE and pE enable us to determine
the lens mass ML and distance DL directly (Gould 2000;
Bennett 2008) as follows:
q p
q
kp= - =
- =M c
G
D D
D D
c
G
D D
D D4 4
au
, 9L
S L
S L
S L
S L
2
E
2
2
E
2
E
E
( )
where DL is the lens distances. We derived the probability
distributions of the physical parameters of the source and lens
systems by calculating their values in each MCMC link. Here,
we assumed the primary source mass =M M1S  and the
source distance =D 8 kpcS . As referred to in Appendix B, we
conﬁrmed that the assumptions hardly affect the MCMC
posterior distributions for the lens physical parameters except
for the lens distance DL. We combined the posterior probability
distributions of each model weighting by c-De 22 . Figure 8
shows the probability distributions of the lens mass ML and
distance DL for the close and wide models, and the ﬁnal result
of the physical parameters are summarized in Table 5. The
result indicates that the lens system is an M dwarf orbited by a
massive Jupiter companion at very close ( = -+M M0.30host 0.060.08 ,
= -+M M10.1comp 2.22.9 Jup, = -+a 0.40 auexp 0.040.05 ) or wide ( =Mhost
-+ M0.28 0.080.10 , = -+M M9.9comp 3.53.8 Jup, = -+a 18.0 auexp 3.23.2 ) separation.
We evaluated the expected apparent magnitude of the lens
brightness by conducting a Bayesian analysis based on the
observed tE, qE, and pE and prior probabilities from a standard
Galactic model (Sumi et al. 2011). Here, we evaluated the
extinction in front of the lens given by
= --
-
-A
e
e
A
1
1
, 10i L
D h
D h i S, ,
L
S
dust
dust
( )
where the index i corresponds to the passband V, I, H, and K,
and the =h b0.1 kpc sindust ( ) ∣ ∣ is a scale length of the dust
toward the event (Bennett et al. 2015). The lens brightness and
Table 5
Physical Parameters
Parameters Units Close Wide
Lens Host Mass, Mhost Me -+0.29 0.050.07 -+0.28 0.080.10
Lens Companion Mass, Mcomp MJup -+9.51 1.692.72 -+9.92 3.453.78
Lens Distance, DL kpc -+3.22 0.350.47 -+3.15 0.420.53
Expected Semimajor Axis, aexp
a au -+0.39 0.030.05 -+17.98 3.243.21
Source Companion Mass, MC Me -+0.137 0.0160.018 -+0.137 0.0140.017
Distance between Sources, aSC au -+0.225 0.0040.004 -+0.225 0.0030.003
Angular Einstein Radius, qE mas -+0.67 0.080.10 -+0.68 0.170.14
Geocentric Lens-Source Proper
Motion, mrel,G
mas yr−1 -+2.54 0.300.37 -+2.50 0.650.56
Predicted Lens Magnitude, VL mag -+26.42 1.131.15
Predicted Lens Magnitude, IL mag -+22.80 0.830.88
Predicted Lens Magnitude, HL mag -+19.99 0.780.79
Predicted Lens Magnitude, KL mag -+19.64 0.760.78
Notes. The median value and 68.3% conﬁdence interval derived from MCMC.
Here, we assume =D 8 kpcS and =M M1S  except for the lens magnitudes.
a = ^a a3 2exp .
Figure 7. The (V − I, I) CMD in the standard Kron–Cousins I and Johnson V
photometric system. The positions of the primary and secondary source and the
centroid of RCG are shown as the blue, magenta, and red circles. The black
dots indicate the OGLE-III catalog stars within 1′ of the source. The green dots
indicate the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) CMD in Baade’s window
(Holtzman et al. 1998), whose color and magnitude are matched by using
the RCG position.
Figure 6. Caustic geometry for the best-ﬁt 2L2S (s < 1, u0 > 0) model is
shown as the red curves, respectively. The blue and light blue curves show the
primary and secondary source trajectories with respect to the lens systems, with
the arrows indicating the directions of each source motion. The black dots are
lens components, and the green dots represent critical curves. The inset shows a
zoom-in view around the central caustic. The magniﬁcation patterns are
described as color maps. The brighter tone denotes higher magniﬁcation. The
blue circle on the lines indicates the primary source size and its positions is
at t0.
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the extinction values are estimated from the color–color and
mass–luminosity relations of main-sequence stars (Henry &
McCarthy 1993; Kenyon & Hartmann 1995; Kroupa &
Tout 1997) and the extinction law in Nishiyama et al. (2009),
respectively. We also estimated the source magnitudes in H-
and K-bands from Kenyon & Hartmann (1995), taking into
account a 10% uncertainty. Figure 9 represents the apparent
lens magnitudes in each band derived from the Bayesian
analysis. The dark and light blue regions indicate the 68.3%
and 95.4% conﬁdence intervals, and the vertical blue lines
indicate the median values. The vertical solid and dashed red
lines are the source magnitudes and their 1σ uncertainties in
each passband. The relationship between the heliocentric and
geocentric relative proper motion is
m m p= + Åv
au
11rel,H rel,G
rel ( )
where p = -- -D Dau L Srel 1 1( ) and = = -Å Å Åv v v, 2.91,N E, ,( ) (
-9.44 km s 1) are the relative lens-source parallax and the
instant velocity of Earth on the plane of the sky at the reference
time, respectively. The heliocentric relative proper motion is
m ~ -2.5 mas yrrel,H 1, and thus, the angular separation between
the source and lens would be ∼15 mas in 2019. Bhattacharya
et al. (2017) have demonstrated the feasibility of HST follow-
up observations to measure the separation between the source
and the lens with 12 mas when the lens is not too much fainter
than the source. (The current state of technical arts for high
angular resolution analysis is detailed in Bhattacharya et al.
2018.) Hence, it might beneﬁt from a high-resolution follow-up
observation in order to constrain the physical parameters of the
lens system. However, we note that the four degenerate
solutions have parallax vectors pE with amplitudes, directions,
and uncertainties approximately similar to each other, and thus,
it is unlikely that the degenerate solutions are resolved by high-
resolution follow-up observations.
6. Summary and Discussion
We have presented our analysis of the microlensing event
OGLE-2013-BLG-0911. Previous research on the event
(Shvartzvald et al. 2016) reported that the lensing anomaly
could be explained by a planetary mass ratio, q≈3×10−4.
From a detailed grid search analysis, however, we found that a
binary mass ratio q≈3×10−2 is preferred over a planetary
mass ratio to explain the light curve. Finally, we conclude
that the lens system consists of an M dwarf orbited by a
massive Jupiter companion at very close ( = -+M M0.30host 0.060.08 ,
= -+M M10.1comp 2.22.9 Jup, = -+a 0.40 auexp 0.040.05 ) or wide ( =Mhost
-+ M0.28 0.080.10 , = -+M M9.9comp 3.53.8 Jup, = -+a 18.0 auexp 3.23.2 ) separation.
Microlensing light curves generally provide much more
precise estimation of the mass ratio than that of the absolute
lens mass. Bond et al. (2004) deﬁned the mass ratio boundary
between BDs and planets as q=0.03 in order to distinguish
between planetary and stellar binary (including BD) microlen-
sing events. For this event, the best-ﬁt mass ratio is slightly
above the mass ratio boundary of q=0.03. On the other hand,
the median mass of the companion is slightly below the lower
limit of the BD mass of 13MJup. Therefore, it is ambiguous to
Figure 8. The main panel shows the Δχ2 distribution of the lens mass ML and distance DL for the close and wide models derived from MCMC, where the black, red,
yellow, green, and blue dots indicate links with Δχ2<1, 4, 9, 16, and 25, respectively. The top and left insets represent the posterior probability distributions of ML
and DL, where the dark and light blue regions indicate the 68.3% and 95.4% conﬁdence intervals, and the perpendicular yellow lines indicate the median values.
Figure 9. Posterior probabilities of the lens apparent magnitudes derived from
the Bayesian analysis with the observed tE, qE, and pE and prior probabilities
from a standard Galactic model. The dark and light blue regions indicate the
68.3% and 95.4% conﬁdence intervals, and the perpendicular blue lines
indicate the median values. The vertical solid and dashed red lines are the
source magnitudes and their 1σ uncertainties in each passband.
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classify the companion as a BD or a planet. In fact, these
boundaries are somewhat arbitrary, and it might be nonsense to
classify such an ambiguous companion according to the
boundaries. However, the formation mechanisms for BDs and
planets are likely to be different, and the object near the
boundaries could have been formed by either formation
mechanism. Therefore, it would be very important to probe
the distribution of intermediate-mass companions of ∼13MJup.
Missing the best lens model explanation to the observed
microlensing light-curve data might have serious impacts
on any statistical microlensing analysis incorporating those
modeling results. For instance, Shvartzvald et al. (2016)
suggests that there is a possible BD deﬁcit corresponding to
q∼10−2 in their detection-efﬁciency-corrected mass ratio
function. However, we found OGLE-2013-BLG-0911, which
was adopted as a planetary sample in their analysis, would
correspond to the position of the BD deﬁcit, which would affect
their result to some extent. The reason why they missed the best
solution would be the very small/wide projected separation
s≈0.2 or ≈7. They explored the s parameter space of
0.3<s<3 in their grid search analysis. It is known that a
central caustic size is approximately proportional to not only q
but also s2 (for s=1) and s−2 (for s?1) (Chung et al.
2005). Therefore, when we model microlensing light curves
with perturbations caused by possibly small-size central
caustics, we should suspect the possibilities of not only very
low-mass but also very close and wide-lens companions. The
detection efﬁciency for companions with such extremely close
and wide separation is much lower than that with s≈1
(Suzuki et al. 2016). Hence, even a small number of detections
may be important in the statistical analysis.
The successful discovery of the best-ﬁt model depends on
the initial parameters for the MCMC ﬁtting. Currently, the
initial parameters for modeling binary-lens events are mainly
based on the experiences of the modelers or the brute-force of
the grid search analysis across a wide range of parameter
spaces. The systematic analysis of many events relies on the
latter method. However, it would not work if the best-ﬁt
solutions are out of range of the grid search, which happened
on this event OGLE-2013-BLG-0911. Broadening the search
range as possible is a straightforward way to avoid the problem.
However, it is computationally expensive and getting more
difﬁcult for statistical analysis, including hundreds of stellar
binary events in the recent high-cadence surveys by MOA,
OGLE, and KMTNet (Kim et al. 2016). Furthermore, the Wide
Field Infrared Survey Telescope (Spergel et al. 2015) will be
launched in 2025 and is expected to discover ∼54,000
microlensing events <u 30(∣ ∣ ) with thousands of binary-lens
events, including ∼1400 bound exoplanets with masses of
0.1<Mp/M⊕ < 10
4 (Penny et al. 2019). We should consider a
new method to efﬁciently search for the best binary-lens
solutions. Bennett et al. (2012) applied a different parameter-
ization for wide-separate binary events. Khakpash et al. (2019)
proposed an algorithm that can rapidly evaluate many binary-
lens light curves and estimate the physical parameters of the
lens systems, which is successful for very low-mass-ratio
events but less so for higher mass-ratio events.
There are only four discoveries of BD companions to M
dwarfs within 10 pc from solar system (Winters et al. 2018),
while approximately 200 M dwarfs are known to exist within
10 pc (Henry et al. 2006, 2016) and much effort has been dedicated
to detect such BD companions (Henry & McCarthy 1990;
Dieterich et al. 2012). Because of their scarcity, incoming
new BD discoveries around M dwarfs provide valuable
constraints on the formation and evolution theories of stars,
BDs, and planets. Microlensing is a powerful method to probe
the BD/massive-planet occurrence frequency across orbital
radii 0.1a10 au around low-mass hosts such as M
dwarfs and even BDs (Gaudi 2002), which is challenging for
other exoplanet detection methods. Although microlensing
samples generally cannot provide some information such as
host metallicity and eccentricity, microlensing can provide both
their masses and orbital separations. It is very important to
uncover the distributions of BD properties by microlensing.
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Appendix A
Calibration for the Source Magnitude
We derived the apparent magnitude and color of the source
from the measurements of CT13-I and V that were made during
the time of high magniﬁcation. We basically followed the
procedure described in Bond et al. (2017) in order to convert
the CT13 instrumental magnitudes into the standard ones. We
cross-referenced isolated stars around 2′ of the source between
the CT13 catalog reduced by DoPHOT (Schechter et al. 1993)
and the OGLE-III catalog (Szymański et al. 2011). We found
the following relation:
- =  -  -
- =  -  -
I I V I
V V V I
27.070 0.011 0.032 0.006
27.851 0.017 0.101 0.011 .
O3 CT13 CT13
O3 CT13 CT13
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )
Consequently, we obtained the apparent color and magnitude of
the source, - =  V I I, 1.904 0.009, 19.618 0.006S,CT13( ) ( ).
Moreover, we also derived the source color and magnitude from
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the measurements of OGLE-I and V for conﬁrmation. We
used Equation (1) in Udalski et al. (2015) to calibrate the
OGLE-IV instrumental magnitudes into the standard ones. We
applied ΔZPI=−0.056, ΔZPV=0.133, òI=−0.005±
0.003, and òV=−0.077±0.001 for Equation (1) in Udalski
et al. (2015), which were obtained by private communication
with the OGLE collaboration. Finally, we derived the
apparent source color and magnitude from OGLE-I and
V, - =  V I I, 1.880 0.009, 19.594 0.006S,O4( ) ( ).
Appendix B
Impact of the Assumption for MS and DS
We tested how the assumption of the ﬁxed MS=1 Me and
DS=8 kpc impacted the ﬁnal results. Figure 10 represents the
PARSEC stellar isochrone with solar metallicity and 10 Gyr
age. Comparing the isochrone to the observed intrinsic source
color and magnitude (V− I, I)S,0=(0.714± 0.071, 18.104±
0.049), we can state that the source mass and distance are
likely to be in the ranges of 0.9MS/Me1.0 and D6 kpc 10 kpcS , respectively. In these likely ranges, we
conducted light-curve modeling for 1L2S, 2L1S, and 2L2S
with all 15 combinations of the ﬁxed MS=(0.9, 0.95, 1.0) Me
and DS=(6, 7, 8, 9, 10) kpc. We found that the ﬁxed values
have little effect on the best-ﬁt χ2 value, and the MCMC
posterior distributions for the lens physical parameters are
consistent with each other within 1σ except for the lens
distance DL. Therefore, we conclude that the assumptions for
MS and DS do not signiﬁcantly affect the ﬁnal results except DL.
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